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1: History of samba - Sambassadors
Samba - The Heartbeat of Brazil Samba is the most typical, important and recognisable music of Brazil. It is common
throughout Brazil, but is most frequently associated with urban Rio de Janeiro, where it developed during the 19 th and
20 th centuries.

It is common throughout Brazil, but is most frequently associated with urban Rio de Janeiro, where it
developed during the 19th and 20th centuries. Ian Gampon] The music and dance of samba originates in
Africa, with its roots in the religious traditions of Angola, the Congo and Cape Verde, brought to South
America via the West African slave trade. The Africans trafficked to Brazil belonged to two major groups:
The origin of the word samba is uncertain. It is possible that it derives from semba, which is a popular form of
music and dance in Angola, but the word semba means dance in only two Bantu languages. In the mid 19th
century, the word samba defined various types of music and dance made by African slaves. This music was
from different kinds of batuque â€” African music and dance originally performed for specific social and
ceremonial occasions. But samba assumed different characteristics in each Brazilian state depending on the
cultural heritage of the Africans in that region. But it was in Rio that the music and dance practiced by former
slaves who migrated from Bahia became integrated with other musical genres; the polka, the maxixe, the
lundu and the xote. Modern samba developed only at the end of the s, and as it consolidated as an urban and
modern expression, it found a place on radio stations, spreading across hills and neighbourhoods to the
affluent southern areas of Rio de Janeiro. Initially viewed unfavourably by the middle classes because it had
roots in African music, the samba, with its hypnotic rhythms, melodic intonations and playful lyrics, became
hugely popular, and in turn led to the development of new genres such as bossa nova. Black women from
Bahia were seen as free, bold women. They created something of a cultural revolution in Rio, and so samba
acquired its own unique character and the samba schools were born. They compete annually in the Carnival
with thematic floats, elaborate costumes, and original music. The schools have a strong community basis and
are traditionally associated with a particular neighbourhood. In Rio de Janeiro, the schools are often linked
with particular shanty-towns. The schools focus around various events, the most important of which is the
annual carnival parade. During Carnival, samba boosts the Brazilian economy by around million US dollars
and creates approximately thousand jobs in Rio alone. Each school spends many months designing its theme,
choosing the song, building a float and rehearsing. Fourteen of the top samba schools in Rio use a specially
designed warehouse complex called Samba City to build and house their elaborate floats. Samba City, or
Cidade do Samba, is the size of ten football pitches! This video shows a samba drumming band in full swing.
To find out more about the instruments and rhythms of samba music, and to learn about how a samba band
comes together, check out our blog The Samba Workshop â€” How It Works.
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2: www.enganchecubano.com: Watch Heart of Samba | Prime Video
This powerful sounding form would in time become the heartbeat of Rio's carnaval, and the primary vehicles for the style
were (and are) organized groups or contingents called escolas de samba (samba schools).

These were pageant groups that paraded through city avenues performing on instruments and dancing. Blocos
are generally associated with particular neighbourhoods; they include both a percussion or music group and an
entourage of revelers. They eventually became the "fathers" of what everyone today knows as the famous and
internationally renowned samba-schools in Brazil. The first registered samba-school was called "Deixa-falar",
but disappeared later and the first official samba-school contest happened in , with only three groups, and
"Oswaldo Cruz" group won the competition, with a samba written by Heitor dos Prazeres. Organizers often
compose their own music themes that are added to the performance and singing of classic "marchinhas" and
samba popular songs. Monobloco has become so famous that it plays all year round at parties and small
concerts. The formalized samba schools are very large groups of performers, financed by respected
organizations as well as illegal gambling groups , who work year-round in preparation for Carnival. Some
samba schools also hold street parties in their neighborhoods, through which they parade along with their
followers. All performers at the Sambadrome have to wear a costume. Some honored members of the school
or community may receive one for free, but normally, most will have to pay for their own. Carnival circuit of
the city of Salvador. In the s, the black population commemorated the days of Carnival in its own way, highly
marked by Yoruba characteristics, dancing in the streets playing instruments. This form was thought of as
"primitive" by the upper-class white elite , and the groups were banned from participating in the official Bahia
Carnival, dominated by the local conservative elite. The groups defied the ban and continued to do their
dances. By the s, four main types of carnival groups developed in Bahia: People follow the trucks singing and
dancing. The "Amerindian" groups were inspired by Western movies from the United States. The groups dress
up as Native Americans and take on Native American names. Blocos Afros, or Afro groups , were influenced
by the Black Pride Movement in the United States, independence movements in Africa, and reggae music that
denounced racism and oppression. The groups inspired a renewed pride in African heritage. Every year, about
half a million tourists are attracted to Salvador. The North East state of Pernambuco has unique Carnivals in
its present capital Recife and in its colonial capital Olinda. Their main rhythms are the frevo and the maracatu.
Galo da Madrugada is the biggest carnival parade in the world, considering the number of participants,
according The Guinness Book of World Records. Frevo is Pernambucan-style dance with African and
acrobatic influences, as it is fast and electrifying, often using an open umbrella and frequent legs and arms
movements. Unlike Salvador and Rio , the festivities in Recife, Olinda and Itamaraca do not include group
competitions. Instead, groups dance and play instruments side by side. Some well-known groups have funny
names, such as: Held 40 days before Lent. Various "samba schools" compete in a huge parade. The schools
are responsible for choosing their own themes, which usually revolve around historical happenings or some
sort of cultural or political movement. The most famous and usually the winners samba schools are: It also is
the most popular, for it has a larger fanbase and many supporters among the people of the city. More than the
traditional school parade, the carnival in Espirito Santos includes a large set of attractions, especially in the
beach areas of the state, from north to south. Carnival parade of Ouro Preto , Minas Gerais. Carnival in Minas
Gerais is often characterized by blocos carnavalescos with varying themes and costume styles, almost always
accompanied by a brass and drums band. However, Minas Gerais carnival was first influenced by the Rio de
Janeiro Carnival several cities have their own samba schools. The first carnival party in Belo Horizonte
happened in , even before the inauguration of the city. Carnival was very popular until the s. After almost 20
years, a party resurfaced in , with blocos carnavalescos in protest against mayor Marcio Lacerda. The party
was growing every year only with popular initiative. In , Belo Horizonte had the largest carnival in its history
and the third largest in Brazil. There were more than three million people on the streets, with about ,00
tourists. The Carnival of the city of Ouro Preto is very popular with college students in the area. Curitiba hosts
modest carnival celebrations similar to those of other Brazilian cities and events such as Curitiba Rock
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Festival and a carnival Zombie Walk , all supported by Cultural Foundation of Curitiba which operates under
supervision of government of Curitiba. Originated in Bahia, but developed in Rio de Janeiro between the end
of the 19th century and the first years of the 20th century, the samba is still one of the most popular music
styles of Brazil. They transformed the musical genre to make it fit better the carnival parade. One of these new
styles was bossa nova, a musical movement initially spearheaded by young musicians and college students
from Rio de Janeiro. In the sixties, Brazil was politically divided, and the leftist musicians of bossa nova
started to draw attention to the music made in the favelas. Many popular artists were discovered at this time.
In the seventies, the samba got back to radio. In the beginning of the eighties, after having been sent to the
underground due to styles like disco and Brazilian rock, Samba reappeared in the media with a musical
movement created in the suburbs of Rio de Janeiro. It was the pagode, a renewed samba, with new
instruments, like the banjo and the tantan, and a new language, more popular, filled with slang. Various samba
schools have been founded throughout Brazil. A samba school combines the dancing and party fun of a night
club with the gathering place of a social club and the community feeling of a volunteer group. The word frevo
is said to come from frever, a misspeaking of the Portuguese word ferver to boil. It is said that the sound of the
frevo will make listeners and dancers to feel as they are boiling on the ground. The word frevo is normally
used interchangeably either to mean the frevo music or the frevo dance. The frevo music came first. By the
end of the 19th century, bands from the Brazilian Army regiments based in the city of Recife started a
tradition of parading during the Carnival. Since the Carnival is originally linked to religion, they played
religious procession marches and martial music, as well. A couple of regiments had famous bands which
attracted lots of followers and it was just a matter of time to people start to compare one to another and cheer
for their favorite bands. The two most famous bands were the Espanha meaning Spain , whose conductor was
of Spanish origin, and the 14, from the 14th regiment. The bands started to compete with each other and also
started playing faster and faster, louder and louder. Soon, the artists became oblivious to the derogatory
origins of the term and started taking advantage of it. With the media pushing it forward, the soundtrack of
Carnival in Salvador quickly spread over the country through off-season Carnival shindigs , strengthening its
industrial potentials and producing year-round hits along the 90s. The year was particularly fortunate for the
artists from Bahia: Now defunct, Rede Manchete broadcast the event on several occasions and mounted a joint
broadcast with Globo for the event. Until fans of the samba schools on parade also expected to watch a short
preview of the performances of the schools involved to be broadcast during the duration of the event. By lyric
video stye adverts appeared in their place, complete with the colours of the competiting schools in attendance.
The Rio parade can also be heard on radio and seen via online streaming as well thru TVG Rio and from in
G1, which offers an online live streaming of the victory parade. The Carnivals of Recife and Salvador are
shown by Band since the early s, and Band also holds broadcast rights for the victory parade. Both fall under
the Band Folia brand. Globo also has its own broadcast team and crew for the broadcasts of the late night Galo
da Madrugada in Recife since
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3: Love Music Travel â€“ Samba â€“ Brazil
Samba De Enredo Albums (Escolas De Samba: Samba Schools) Samba-Enredo Albums & Carnava l CDs. Samba
Compilations & Series. Eu Sou O Samba Series. Brazil Classics, Vol. 2: O Samba.

In some samba schools, each wing will choreograph their own dance that they practice for months prior to the
Carnival. While the dance does contribute to the overall score, the dancers must be upbeat, happy and sing
their samba school song throughout the parade. In between these wings are the floats that separate each
section. To get the attention of the judges, the floats are designed with special effects. Two of the more
spectacular floats have been a fire breathing dragon and a metal eagle that soared along the parade route
flapping his wings. The elaborately decorated floats are pushed by men while others are motorized. You will
find a group of mesmerizing samba dancers along with special guests atop these floats. Many of the star
performers who ride the floats have to pay for their own costumes and they can cost a fortune. In some
situations the samba school will absorb the cost. One of the highest honors a samba schoo l member can
receive is a place on the float. Destaques â€” Star Performers Each samba school has its own flag, distinctive
colors, and costume styles. The most lavish costumes are worn by a group of members called destaques,
specially chosen by the schools to perform atop the floats. These costumes are painstakingly made by hand
with many of them featuring mirror work, feathers, silk, coins, gems, and just about anything else creative
minds come up with. Apart from costumes, body paint and glitter add to the sensuousness of the near naked
beauties that are a main attraction at the parade. Among these are some of the best samba dancers in the world
who gyrate to the pulsating rhythms produced by the samba drummers or baterias in each wing. Vanguard
Commission â€” Leading the way The Vanguard Commission is a group of 12 or more dancers that are the
first to enter the parade ahead of their samba school. One of their tasks is to introduce their school to the
spectators, which is why celebrities often are a part of this group. As the Vanguard Commission leads the
procession it is vitally import they put on a good show and impress the audience. They set the tone for the rest
of the performance. Their energy and vitality infuse the crowd with their own vibrant excitement that carries
throughout the show. The Commission is no longer a group of men in white top hats and tails, but has become
a spectacle on their own with some wearing the most elaborate costumes. While the lady moves along with the
flag her escort dances gracefully around her. Most schools have several flag bearers, however, the first one is
the most important in the eyes of the judges. Whirling Ladies Bahianas The Bahianas are a group of older
women that represents the soul of the samba schools, which are their African roots. These much respected
women put up a spectacular presentation of the samba in their traditional Bahia costumes, earning plenty of
applause from the spectators. Unfortunately, spectators cannot purchase costumes and join these ladies in their
samba performance. This wing is dedicated exclusively to those women you have toiled for many years
preparing their samba school for Carnival after Carnival. It is a way for the younger generations to show their
appreciation for all the love and support these wonderful ladies have given to their samba school. Queen of the
Drummers and the Bateria At the very heart of the samba parade are the bateria or drummers that provide the
much needed energy for the samba dancers. The echoes of the drum beats with the Sambadrome are enough to
keep even the spectators dancing all night long. Becoming a drummer requires extreme discipline and training.
Innovation has infused the drumbeat with rhythms such as Brazilian Funk. And while these different beats do
please the audience, the rhythm of the samba is the most important element to echo from these drums. They
are lead by a beautiful female samba dancer, the Queen of the Drummers, who introduces the drummers to the
crowd, motivating them all the way down the samba strip. Lucky is the lady who is selected to be Queen of
the Drummers for her samba school. It is not unusual for a popular celebrity to be tasked in this role. However,
even the celebrity is expected to take her part seriously and attend all rehearsals. She must captivate her
audience during the Carnival and win their support. The baterias of samba schools are so famous in Rio de
Janeiro that during the year, when there are not in Carnival, they play in ceremonies, celebrations and parties
around town. This group of dancers is chosen through a competition each year and has the honor of
representing their samba school. Well known lead vocalists and a group of fellow vocalists do justice to the
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samba songs that are composed for especially for the parade. They are usually on the sound truck behind the
percussionists or find their way marching along with the school down the runway. One of the most important
elements in the samba school parade is the rhythm and the lyrics of the theme song. The song must energize
the dancers and the audience generating an intense desire to dance. The song must be related to the chosen
theme and this theme should also be represented in the costumes, floats and wings. While the schools are busy
parading and the spectators enjoying a night of entertainment, the judges keep a watchful eye in order to pick
out the champions. However, it is safe to say that considering all the hard work and effort that goes into the
making of the Rio Carnival , everyone is a champion, so to say. Let them help you plan a vacation your will
remember for e-v-e-r. You might also like:
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4: All About the Rio Sambodromo
Samba, with its distinctive, floating downbeat, is a product of warm, sunny places. At its core, driven by percussion,
samba has African roots, but like Brazil itself, samba is a stew of other places.

Clearly written and offering information valuable for understanding Brazilian music in general Anyone
interested in the evolution of Brazilian popular music and some of its most prolific artists of the past centuries
will appreciate this title. Ten years on, the music is still evolving, with many new artists and hybridizations,
and McGowan and Pessanha are certainly keeping up with the changes. Their book features new coverage of
funk, rap, and hip-hop and profiles new samba artists as well as artists on the rise in electronic dance music
and other genres. Now that the Internet has made it easier to find and explore once-exotic musical genres,
people looking for information about all the kinds of music in Brazil will love this book. Lavishly illustrated
with black-and-white photos, 12 maps, and 12 figures, it covers the remarkable breadth of Brazilian music in a
highly readable, lively manner. Highly recommended for all public libraries and world music collections, even
those owning an earlier edition. With the recent publication of a revised and expanded edition, the good just
got better The Brazilian Sound is an informative primer, clearly designed to be useful to the curious beginner,
but also substantive enough to capture and hold the attention of the initiated. This new edition retains the
easy-to-read quality of the original while adding not only new artists throughout but also historical and social
context to the music For anyone interested in exploring the vast world of Brazilian music, The Brazilian
Sound will serve nicely as a smart and practical road map. Praise for the last edition: Chris McGowan and
Ricardo Pessasnha. There is some highliting throughout the text. No rips or tears on any pages or covers.
ISBN - Questions and answers about this item No questions or answers have been posted about this item.
Seller assumes all responsibility for this listing. Postage and handling This item will post to Germany, but the
seller has not specified postage options. Contact the seller- opens in a new window or tab and request a
postage method to your location. Please enter a valid postal code. Worldwide There are 1 items available.
Please enter a number less than or equal to 1. Select a valid country. Please enter 6 numbers for the Postal
Code. Domestic handling time Will usually post within 2 business days of receiving cleared payment - opens
in a new window or tab. Return policy The seller will not accept returns for this item.
5: Our Story â€“ Spirit of Samba
Unidos de Vila Isabel is an award winning Samba school in Rio de Janeiro. It was crowned the winner Carnival. Follow
Walker as he visits the school and talks to some of the members during the.

6: Rio Carnival | Carnival Date | www.enganchecubano.com
Heart Of Samba Entertainment, Los Angeles, California. 97 likes Â· 13 talking about this. HEART OF
SAMBA,Entertainment company based in Los Angeles. Our.

7: Samba Nashville
All About the Rio Sambadrome Rio Sambadrome is home for the Rio de Janeiro Carnaval Samba Parades. Located in
the heart of Rio de Janeiro, the Passarela do Samba Darcy Ribeiro or the Sambodromo can easily be accessed from
Rio's International airport, the bus central or any of the central neighborhoods.

8: Brazilian Carnival - Wikipedia
The sexy dance serves as the grande dame of Rio's Carnival festivities â€” when seductive samba songs play, they
naturally get the party started. Samba, especially for the uninitiated and rhythmically challenged, is a remarkable feat of
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toe-tapping, shimmying, gyrating and hair-flicking.

9: Tauranga Samba | Band for Hire
In this episode we visit the cultural and historical monument of Pedra do Sal to enjoy the free samba and good vibes.
Then we explore how the area around it is changing due to the massive Porto.
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